
TradeLocker: Vanguard Technology Now 

Available on OspreyFX 

 

In the grand chessboard of financial markets, success is strategic. Every move you make will 

send a ripple across the board of your future and set a chain of events that will determine 

whether you end in profit – or loss. The pressure is intense, and the stakes are high, and you 

will need to keep your short- and long-term vision razor sharp. In trading, just as in chess, a 

dedicated strategy will see you safely to the other side and seize your goals.  

  

Your software is your ultimate trading weapon, and it is important to make sure you have 

the best tools available to secure your success. Like the opening move to a chess game, your 

software will predict your course of action and place the decisive pawn.  

 

Overview 

  

TradeLocker, now available on OspreyFX, is a revolutionary trading software trailblazing 

vanguard upgrades that will accelerate traders’ financial goals. Matching the old but 

building new tools and features that accommodate the evolving needs of modern traders. 

Forex trading has taken off around the world, but the tech has not adapted at the same 

pace. Upgrades to existing platforms have been slow and new advancements rare.  

 

Enter TradeLocker: the platform already chosen by over 2 million traders and 25 brokers. 

The bold UI, the smooth UX, and the 100s of prebuilt and customizable indicators, 

TradeLocker is fast, intuitive, and designed with the needs of OspreyFX traders. 

  

Here is a snapshot of the TradeLocker tech before we discuss the features.  

  

With TradeLocker, you can:  

  



- Leverage TradingView for advanced charting capabilities 

- Commission free lots for ultimate output 

- Trade in-app whenever, and wherever you want 

- Capitulate on price movements as the news breaks 

- Access trades and monitor positions from multiple devices 

- Analyze multiple timeframes for a deep assessment of charts and news. 

- Tailor your charts and indicators to your market preferences 

- Access deep liquidity and receive real-time quotes to profit from every trend 

- Set Take Profit and Stop Loss in dollar values for clarity and precision. 

 

TradeLocker Features 

  

TradingView Integration: By joining forces with charting goliath TradingView, TradeLocker 

offers users access to 100k public indicators, 100s of prebuilt indicators, 90+ smart drawing 

tools and other next-level charting functionality. Rewind the markets to watch price data at 

different playback speeds. Swap trading insights and market tips with a social network 50 

million strong. Traders can also trade directly in the charts to ensure timely movements.  

  

Order Panel: TradeLocker’s clean and bold design is nowhere more apparent than in its 

order panel. The simple and intuitive panel allows traders to easily control their trades, 

monitor positions and retro analyze moves.  

  

Mobile-Optimization: The markets don’t sleep or take holidays, and our traders need to be 

able to access their trades anytime, anywhere. TradeLocker was built with accessibility and 

ease-of-use in mind, and traders will find the mobile-friendly interface facilitates trading on 

the move. Across devices data-recall will accommodate smooth movement from desktop to 

mobile without losing drawings or new positions.  

  

One-Click Trading: No rest for the ambitious; OspreyFX traders with fast-paced strategies 

can take advantage of TradeLocker’s one-click trading. Trade decisively and capitalize on 

micro movements with this time-efficient tool.  

  



500+ Assets: Expand your trading horizons and diversify your existing portfolio with over 

500 tradeable assets. TradeLocker assets include stocks and shares, cryptocurrency, metals, 

energies and major FX pairs.  

 

Conclusion  

At OspreyFX, client success is our ultimate priority. To guarantee our traders the best 

chances in the markets, we need to offer only the best tools available.  

 

TradeLocker is modern, exciting, and promises a slew of additional upgrades and upcoming 

features on its studded platform roadmap. The minimalistic look and feel of the software 

means features quickly become second nature and navigating between devices is simple. 

The deep liquidity and wide range of order types, alongside the micro lots starting at 0.01 

makes it easy to see why so many traders are migrating to this powerful and intuitive 

platform. An excellent addition to any trader’s arsenal.  
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